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Dear r. Rogers"

If the German-speaklng inhabitants of Bozen Province are
united in a desire to preserve the Trolen character of their
lnd, they are less united in their views s to how they should
behave toward their Italian overlords. The strnger in their
midst qulckly becomes aware of at least three rival factions
among their leadership, often hardly on speaking terms with one
another.

The most vocal, not unexpectedly, are the politloians and
journalists now in control of the SVP, who view relations with
the Italians as a sort of cold, wr and who behave accordingly
the more moderate of them advocating containment poli6y that
is to be achieved through provincial autonomy and control of
housing, civil service and education. Their leaders re Party
0hirman Dr. agnago,. Fatty General Secretary Dr. Hans Stanek,
Party Vice-Chairman Dr. Friedrich Volgger, who is also editor
of the D010it_en, and most of the present South Tyrol ean representa-
tives in th-Regional government and the Roman Parliament of
whom the outstanding is Dr. Alphons Benedikter. It is the views
of this group, for the most part, that I hve been examining in
these letterso

Some of these men are more radical than Dr. ,.,agnago, who is
accus of weakness in the face of the enemy. One charge of
her.esy broug1gainst him is that he continues to sponsor allo-
cation of funds from the Regional treasury for support of foot-
bll club that is purely Italian’.

The second faction is largely composed of South Tyrolean
business men, "the older generation of moderates," as an Austrian
journalist describes them. They believe that there are definite
economic dvntages in the link with Italy, that stability an@
cooperation with the Italians will increase these advantages, that
immigration from south Italy a problem shared with the rest of
northern Italy is an unfortunate but unavoidable part of n
industrilizaion that is for the good of all. Among their spokes-
men are Senators Raffeiner nd Breittenberg and Dr. Walter von
Walther, President of the Bozen Chamber of Commerce a group
dismissed .disdainfully by the politicians as "more interested in
their own pocketbooks than in the welfare of their people."



For Sen. Breittenberg the centrl problems re economic nd
solutions must be sought in cooperation with the Italians. If
his own pocketbook is his driving
force, he makes a good objective
ease for it.

"Non-cooperatlon is a blind
alley," he told me. "which will
only make the Italians firmer, by
confirming their suspicion that
our objectives are irrldentist."
He talked frankly of the change
in SVP policy after the Sigmunds-
kron emonstration, which marked
the elipse of his own fetiono
"The extremists learned Nazi
methods of influencing public
opinion- I do-not mean that
they are Nazis, mind you, but
only tha they have profited
from Nazi techniques in propa-
ganda. So today the farmers are
behind the extremists. But busi-
ness people, who are better in-
formed bout the real circumstances,
see non-cooperation as a blind Senator Breittenberg

lley. One man," he added some-
" "has in my owinion far too much influence in thewht bitterly,

party just now, and that is Dr. Stanek." (Dr Stanek, it may be
worth noting, was ayor of Brixen from 1943-48, the years when the
Germans ctually occupied the South Tyrol.)

Dr. von Walther, a proto.type Chamber of Commerce president
with a rosy complexion, a mane of white hair, more energy thn his
years should allow, nd a better command of Italian than the Senator,
protested that he is a lwyer, not a businessmn. He belittles the
importance of Provincial autonomy. "It would mean very little

" he said "It means something for Trento Frovince,change here,
which is poorer and would suffer from the separation. It would
mean a few advantages, of course, especially in running our own
agricultural schools to suit local conditions. But the restric-
tion of immigra$ion is no dvantage to us. The Industrial zone
(in Bozen) was artificially created since 193, but some of the
concerns there are on their own feet now although Lanci is
probably still rtificially supported by government contracts,
and aid. You must realize that Bozen is now a city of 80,000,
and if the Italians are restricted it might well return to being
a small town.

Why are Italians so important to the industries? "We have
frightfully few people of our own t our disposal here. The
politicians boycotted industry in 1946-4, and it got them nowhere.
Instead we must encourage our own people to industrialize their
farms nd to develop their native tourist industry. To counter
the Italian influence German industry here might be useful, but
where there is permanent unrest, no foreign investments can be
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expected. A second-Cyprus’ ? Cyprus is out in the ocean, South
Tyrol is in the middle of Europe; the same methods will not be
useful. We could start with better relations with Trento..."

ith the third fctlon I was ble to establish less ontact.
It esnters around the person of the present Bishop of Brimn,
Dr. Joseph Gargitter, and differs from the politicians in favoring
more cooperation with the Italins and in taking offense at a
certain anti-clericalism in General. Secretary Stanek, with his
erman (if not Nzl) leanings, and in .other SV leders. The
political leader of this group had been the famous Canon Gamper
(DR-14), founder of the Dolomlten and of the Ctacob schools,
and since the Canon’s death four years ago his mantl has fallen,
at least partially, on his nephew-in-law, Dr. Toni Ebner, now
Director of the Dolomiten and arch-rival of Editor Volgger.

But when I talked with Dr. Ebner, little of this alleged
moderation showed through and the views he expressed were very
close to those of Dr. Volgger. The mjor problem is civil service
employment, for which the South Tyrolens do not apply because "the
language disadvantage is decisive". The "basic principle is de-
nationalization of the Tyrolean people. Fascism and democracy
re oposite in principle, nd we have democratic freedoms now,
so the Italians say, ’,hy are you worried about l O0, O00 more
Italians,’ but with ever more Italians the land will no longer
be Tyrol-en. The weaker element will be absorbed. Provincial
autonomy would not be enough unless the immigration is ended
and the top posts in dministration are reserved for the South
Tyrol eans We are not against free labor movement in Italy, or
in Europe, nor against industrialization, but only against an
artificial immigrt ion."

Was this not Iso a problem in Tiln and Turin? "There they
have only-the social and economic problems. Here we have the
ethnic problem on top of that."

If the difference in viewpoint seems vague here, one must
remember that personal anmosities play an important role in
the closed atmosphere of South Tyrol politics. Two yers
Dr. Volgger spent some time in an Italian jail after a bomb
plot against the Brenner railroad was discovered, nd he still
believes that Dr. Ebner was responsible for his being implicated.
Under such circumstances, working conditions in the D_o.lomit.enn
editorial offices can hardly be described as idel.

It is absurdly typical of this sensitive and petty at-
mosphere in Bozen that the permanent foreign press corps there,
which consists of a young correspondent representing three
Vienn newspapers on intimate terms with Dr. Volgger, has de-
cided that he does not dare dae the sister-in-lw of Dr Ebner
(and niece of Canon Camper), although she is probably the moat
attractive girl in town. Of the same genre is the conviction..
of all hands that ny politicl conversation in Bozen restaurant
or bJr is being spied upon by agents of the other factions
and, it goes without sying, by agents of the Italian Questura.
A standard prologue to any discussion in public place is a

furtive glance at neighboring tables.



It makes for an exciting if somewhat Gustarkian
conspiratorial atmosphere.

After the smoke-filled intrigues of Bozen, the air of the
South Tyrol countryside is fresh and welcome. In the distant
valleys one sees so few Italians or politicians that it is al-
most surprising to find that the people do echo the fears and
complaints of the provincial leaders. Sometimes these gripe
were naive ypleal of this sort was the opinion of a school-
teacher, asked what problems Italian rule brought, who replie
that the South Tyrolens re exploited in taxation by the
Roman government nd "pay far more than they do in Italy". (In
fact, Italian tax levels are rather lower than Austrian al-
though so are Italian social services.)

But conversations with
village mayors and tavern-
keepers can be very instruc-
tive. Here is an undigested
sampl ing.

The township of
Schlanders has 4000 inhabi-
tants and is 9U% South
Tyrolean. Of five employees
in the post office, one-is
South Tyrolen, nd all
28 policemen re Italian.
Up until few years ago
the postal service here
had remained .in Tyrol ean
hands -a rarity in the
Province because the
postmaster had been a
Nicht-ptant in 1939 nd
hd kept his job. iBut when
he retired, his daughter
competed for the job, lost it

The Countryside A Vintschgau Village

to n Italian from the south, and within short time the entire
office hd been Itlianized.

I hd a talk with Herr Wielander, one of five employees (two
of them Italian) in the town hall. #hen I asked him about problems
with Italians, he looked around quickly and went over to close
the door before speaking, lthough there ws no one else on the
floor at the time. He had been an 0_tant at age 13, had had one
year of school in Germany, but could noE go on because he did not
know enough German, and then had been taken into the Wehrmacht
when he was l?. fter the wr he came home, because

"is" he sid,however poor, is my homeland." "What we demon.d,
work for all, the right to speak German and the right to keep our
own ways. I would like to see South Tyrol a part of Austria."
The local priest had be---n a bulwar of Tyroleanism, but now the
higher Church officials are inclined to go hand in hand with the
Italian Christian Democrats in seeking a solution. Herr Wielander



id not agree. "We want no compromise. I speak for all the
poerer folk here, .but the business people are happy with Italian
rule because their sly deals work better under the Italians."

He reached in hls desk and pulled out a passport. "I’II
show you what they do that infuriates us. This pass is for
Karl Gamper from this village, but it is issued by. the Italian
authority here, and you see how they write his name: ’0arlo
Gamper’: That hurts:" He looked in another record-book. WSo
you see, in 1988 104 young people from Sohlanders moved to
Switzerland."

The township of Lares, with 3800 inhbltants, has 380
Italians. This is one of the highest proportions in the Vintsch
gu, but that is because there is a large marble qurryoutside
town, employing 230 workers of whom one third re Italian.
The INA-Osa has built four new units here with 18 apartments;
17 of them are inhabited by Italians. The Quarry, which used
to be operated by a German-Egyptlan-American firm, .but passed
into Italian hands as expropriated German property after the
war, also built a settlementwith 20 apartments, and here all
20 went to Italian employees.

,.yor of Zaas and Daughter at Home

the quarry-workers and their families.

Ernst uther is
2ayor of Laas, and I
caught him in the midst
of haying. "I’ m sorry,"
he apologized,if you
could stay a few days,"
I eould entertain you
properly, but we’ ve
finally got some decent
weather and we’ ve got
to get the hay in. I’m
one of .the few mayors
who are farmers around
here," he added, "most
of them are the Gasthaus
owners."

Italians in Laas?
The police, half the
school teachers, three
out of seven employed
in the town hall, and
know the Italians well,

and here we have a certain amount of cooperation. Ve get along wel,
but our connections are all specific, not social. Theyhave their
own church, their own closed community, their own cafe...there are
no mixed mrriages here now. There were two or three, but they
have gone to llve in 01d Italy There are no Italians in agrl-
culture, and no. fear of them there. The fear is in industry.
Already 2;..o of our people commute to Switzerland to work. As
for civil service, the problem is the schools the nearest high
shool is in .eran.(40 kilometers away), nd only 20 of our young



people go there, out of 300 in the elementary school. That’s
why no Tyrolens here get State jobs. We want a high school in
& nearer town."

ayor Josef Baer of Burgeis (DR-IV), besides his school
problems, also complained of the "hidden" employment problem,
which does not appear in Italian statistics because it is covered
by the tedious business of commuting to Switzerland 90 out of
a total, village population of .500 work across the border.

yor rltz del Lago .of Eppn, in the Bozener Unterland where
the wine is made, hs a different commuter problem. His township
is only eight miles from the Bozen industrll zone, and somellO0
out of 600 inhabitants are Italian factory workers. "There is a
social problem, but all the property is owned by the Germans (sic),
so they have little to do with the Italians and the Italians have
no financial power in the township. There is no dnger for the
farmers. e get along with the Italians, but it is no friendly
relationship."

What would Provincial autonomy mean for Eppan? The ayor
shrugged: "Tax money would stay here and be used locally, more
Germans wotuld get public Jobs." But the problem in the civil
service, he thought, arose minly from the smll number of Tyrolean
children going on to high school. "That’s because the Italians
live in the towns, where the schools are."

Then Iayor del Lago made what might have been the most pro-
found analysis of the South Tyrol problem, as it is in the country-
side, that I heard" "The Italians re the overlords (Herren), but
they are not the owners (Besitzer), and so there ,is resentment in
both directions."

Without pretending to have taken a poll of South Tyrolean
public opinion, I .got the general impression that everyone was in
favor of "Autonomy", vguely equated with more freedom and less
interference by Itallan-speaking foreigners, but that only a small
number actually have feelings about reunion with Austria. A
generation has passed since South Tyrol paid allegiance to Vienna,
those who served in Austrian armies are old men now, and in the
pre-1918 days the allegiance had generally been of a personal, sort
to the Old Emperor and not of a national sort. It is not insigni-
ficant that most of the German-speking inhabitants of Bozen Province
are not quite sure what to call themselves -"German", "Tyrol ean",
or "Austrian" but that generally only the more sophisticated, aware
of the bad name "German" still hs in the world, are careful to
sy "AustrJan"

This is not the impression cultivated by Tyrol ean irridentlsts
north of the Brenner. During a celebration of the fiftieth birth-
day of the Great Dolomite Highway from Bozen to Cortina d’Ampezzo
built by the Austrians in 1909 I tlked with Lieutenant-Governor
Joseph ayr of the Austrian province of Tyrol, down for the occa-
sion as an honor guest. "Provincial autonomy," he told me, "is
the first step for these people." I was mildly surprised; this
was something even the extremist leaders in Bozen hadcarefully
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avoided saying (Dr. Stanek, for example "One thing must be quite
el er to theAmericans, we are fighting for fulfilment of an
Italian law, for Provincial autonomy"), Does that mean Anschluss
with Austria? Dr. yr answered more vaguely, spoke of European
unity and the falling of all ntional borders, including the
Brenner, and of "righting the wrong done in 1918". Is that the
feeling of the Tyrol governnent? "It is." Is it, in your opinion,
also the feeling of the South Tyrol provincial government? "Yes,
although they do not often say so directly, %nd must concentrate
on the nearer questions."

Editor Volgger, faced with the same uestion, shrugged his
shoulders and ordered more wine" "What is the answer? 99.9% of
the South Tyrole.ans would rather be under Austria tan under Italy.
But how? I asked this question of an Itlian friend some weeks
ago. ’You should tell me that’ he said. ’All right,’ I answered,
’there is only one way: the Bundesheer (Austrian federal army) must
drive the Italians to Veron.-inceat is unlikely, the whole
thing is impossible.’ This Brenner border doesn’t interest me in
the slightest."

That seems to be the answer ofmost of Dr. Volgger’s country-
men. The South Tyrol ean farmer cres about the "South Tyrol
question" under three circumstances’ when the old customs he holds
dear re forbidden him, which happens only rarely now; when he
must seak to officials who s.ek a foreign lngu’-e which happens
almost daily; and when his sons go in search of work or a plce
to llve in town, which will happen more frequently as time goes on
and the sons grow up.

Otherwise he is content to sell his fruit and his brown cows
to the Italians, who pay higher prices than the Austrins.

Sincerely,

Dennison Rusinow

eceived New York July 20, 19%9


